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About This Game

The bestselling Secret Files franchise celebrates its return!

The dream couple Max and Nina have announced their forthcoming wedding...but at the beginning of Secret Files 3 the event
suffers a catastrophe! Max is arrested by Berlin‘s police force. The accusation: Terrorism.

Nina‘s biggest adventure yet awaits her in the franchise‘s third game. Could it be possible that everything is connected to the
happenings in Tunguska? Is humankind depending on her? Can she save Max or is fate more important than her happiness?
Throughout the story players will experience a cinematic hunt crossing continents, with many riddles waiting to be solved.

The adventure is not limited to the present, there are also all kinds of puzzles to solve set in the past and in the future, and
depending on the choices the player makes, alternative endings await them...

Key Features

The most successful Adventure brand of recent times

Cinematic production with updated game engine

Story written by acclaimed TV writers
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Publisher:
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very good game, good ost and gameplay and story. Great game,rather than just copy the gamebook it actually improves on it..
This game is for the achivements only. You get 3452 achivements.

The game itself can actuallly be played. You have to walk/jump you char from start to end-door. You don't get the achivements
right away. The achivements begin to drop in after a few minutes and the next few hours, and are independend of the game
ifself. So just play the game as much as you like, and then let it be untill all the achivements has dropped in.. I love this game
but I would find it more entertaining if it had 3D graphical element much like OOTP 17 or Football Manager have. This series
is lagging behind in that aspect and I think it would be alot more fun if we could actually see the action instead of just reading it
in text.

It also would be fun to be able to create our own custom leagues, uniforms, and players.

I also like to see weather and team location have greater affect on the outcome of games. Say I create a team in Anchorage
Alaska. I would want the weather to be a contributing factor in the outcome of games and the statistics of the players.

Anyway these are just some thoughts on how to improve a good game. Overall I recomend this to anyone likes Professional
Football from a management aspect.

. this game is horrible doesnt work for me it doesnt allow me to pick up weapons and i alwys get dmg out of nowhere when
there is noone shooting me.
. This game is really good ! Blabla omg
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Changed my mind. This game is amazing! I finally fixed the lag and the nutrients aren't invisible anymore. Also the quests
became more fun as I kept going.. cool mini game 2 with cool soundtrack. go ahead, throw your money away, nobody
♥♥♥♥ing cares.

you will find no joy whatsoever in this game.. A fun but short puzzling diversion. Also good if you like achievement hoarding;
you can collect them all in just a few hours.. Pretty cool dlc!. I love this game! It is to me one of the most well done games out
there!. Just... no... Got it in a Humble Bundle, just not good.. I bought this because I watched the Yogscast play this and I was
immediately entranced. Then this game is just empty and buggy. Progress is slow and dull. Monsters are just a nuisance that gets
in the way.

February 7 update & plan for additional contents:

Changelog. Upcoming content update:
It's been a while, but we're still alive and kicking!

Back in February, we mentioned we were working on a content update for Serment. It's now almost ready, and will go live on 
Monday, May 13.

The update will include several new events and gameplay features. Some important QoL features (Events preview in the map,
for example) will also be added, as well as a couple of minor bug fixes.

We'll go into the changes in more details when the update hits.. Demo update and some news about the full release:
It's been a while since the last one, but the demo has received another update!

Aside from 2 new events, this update also includes several QoL and gameplay features, as well as some balance and UI
improvements. The complete changelog would be too long so it won't be posted here this time.

Moving on, as some of you may already know, we have been doing QA for the last few months to get the full version of
Serment ready for release. Unfortunately, there are still some bugs to be sorted out and improvements to be made, so the game's
still not polished enough to go on sale yet.

However, as I've mentioned in some discussion threads, all the core contents have been finished so it shouldn't be too long from
now!. February 10 update:

 Added hotkeys explanations in the Codex dungeon manual (Instant battle and big map view)

 Dungeon movements keyboard controls can now be remapped in the Config menu (Only letter and number keys are
accepted)

 Relocated floor 6's East waypoint

 Added 2 new waypoints to floor 6

Edit: Crash when entering the dungeon caused by this update has been fixed.. Nkt Studio is now on Twitter!:
After months and months of procastination, we finally got off our lazy asses and created an official Twitter account!

Follow us here if you're interested in sneak peaks of what we're working on between major updates . Demo update 2.05:
We're focusing on the full version, so there won't be many changes to the demo from now on unless it's a patch with additional
contents.

Complete changelog:. Demo update 2.03:
A few more fixes and changes.
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Complete changelog:. February 4 update:

 Increased movement speed inside the dungeon

 Added an option to disable walking animations in the dungeon (Can be found in the Gameplay tab in the Config menu)

 Fixed a bug with AOE skills sometimes not dealing damage to secondary targets

 Some minor tooltips edit

Known issue: Dungeon BGM sometimes stutters when holding down movement buttons in the dungeon

 This is caused by the walking SFX being played repeatedly at the same time as the BGM, which the Ren'Py game
engine is not very comfortable with. Removing the code to play this SFX completely fixes this issue, but reducing its
ingame volume to 0 doesn't, so unfortunately, players who encounter this issue can't get rid of it at the moment.

 We're still currently working on potential solutions to this problem.
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